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ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, ANY WAY: The most versatile communication device available

The AllTalk is lightweight, ultra-sleek, and can be positioned as a laptop, tablet, tent, or stand 
for convenient use in a variety of settings. This flexibility makes it easy to transport and 
use, so you can communicate confidently no matter where you go or what you do. Now, 
it comes with EyeGaze* technology to help individuals with physical limitations who need 
a hands-free device to communicate.

CONVENIENCE ON-THE-GO: Portability in a full-featured communication device

The TouchTalk is discreet and lightweight — less than two pounds, including its protective 
carrying case — so you can use it while easily blending into a variety of social settings.

POCKET-SIZED TECHNOLOGY: Maximum Portability, Minimum Size

The MiniTalk is ultra-portable and extremely lightweight — less than one pound, including its 
protective carrying case — so you can easily communicate while on-the-go.

To see which Lingraphica device is right for you, 
try one today for free by calling 888-274-2742.

K0029Q0318

There is no such thing as “one size fits all” when it comes to communication devices for 
individuals with speech and language disorders. That’s why we offer three options:

Finding the right 
communication device

with EyeGaze
and

*Lingraphica EyeGaze technology is powered by 
VI myGaze and SensoMotoric Instruments



A Closer Comparison of Lingraphica Devices
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All three Lingraphica communication devices use an icon-based language system that 
includes more than 4,400 adult-appropriate graphic icons and animations that represent 
9,000-plus words — empowering you to find your voice by quickly building phrases to help 
reconnect with your family, friends, and community.

12.2” x 8.4” x 0.6”

2.90 lbs

8 hours

Lingraphica EyeGaze technology, 
integrated keyboard, on-screen 

keyboard, touchscreen, 
trackpad, head mouse and joystick



10.3” x 6.9” x 0.4”

1.45 lbs

7 hours

Touchscreen, on-screen 
keyboard, and mouse



8.3” x 4.9” x 0.3”

0.68 lbs

10 hours

Touchscreen, on-screen 
keyboard, and mouse



SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Weight (without case)

Battery Life

Input Methods

Touchscreen

FEATURES
Type and Talk

Variety of Voices

Training Videos

Ability to Enlarge Icons

Unlimited Support & Training

FastTalk Page

Specialized News Source 

Email

Whiteboard

ACE Program

TalkPath Therapy

Camera


 

 
 









*Lingraphica EyeGaze technology is powered by VI myGaze and SensoMotoric Instruments


 

 
 










 

 
 










